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HEDQF Annual Conference 2021: 

Planning a sustainable future for universities 
13 – 15 July 2021 

 

Introduction 

Originally planned as a physical conference to be held in the new 
Centre Building at the London School of Economics, the 2021 
Annual Conference focused on the theme of Planning a 
Sustainable Future for Universities, held digitally over three 
afternoons.  

Day 1:  The Global and University context 

The first day of the conference, chaired by Ian Goodfellow, 
Deputy Chair of HEDQF and Partner at Penoyre & Prasad, started 
with a welcome and introduction from Sean Woulfe, Trustee of 
HEDQF and Director of Estates at Kingston University, leading 
into an overview of the research, which is a core part of HEDQF’s work, from the two Co-chairs of the 
HEDQF Research Group, Alex Grigull, Associate at Grimshaw, and Rupert Cook, Partner at Miltiadou 
Cook Mitzman architects, providing an insight into recent research which has been the subject of 
previous presentations, current research in partnership with Willmott Dixon and AUDE on looking at 
the link between design and student outcomes, future research initiatives and a questionnaire for 
delegates about subjects which they consider to be important for further research initiatives.  

The main part of the conference included 
presentations from Keith Clarke, Chair of the 
Active Building Centre and Constructionarium on 
the global context and the imperative of zero 
carbon, Chris Brink, Vice Chancellor Emeritus, 
University of Newcastle on the changing mission 
of higher education, who spoke to us from South 

Africa, Pooran Desai, CEO, OnePlanet.com on one planet living, Ellie Cosgrove,  Associate Professor in 
Urban Innovation, UCL, on the just-sustainable university and Tracy Meller, Partner RSHP on designing 
our cities, buildings and quality public space.  The speakers core messages, that coincidentally was 
reinforced by disastrous events such as the wildfires in North America and the floods in Europe, were 
that climate change is real, and we need to take action now to achieve urgent reduction in carbon.  A 
week later, London itself was subject to torrential rainfall and flooding.   These presentations were a 
call to action to universities, to grasp the opportunities to be leaders in climate reduction in research, 
teaching, enterprise and in their estate, to focusing on what they were there for rather than just being, 
and on using creativity to create great public outdoor places and environments, the value of which 
has been emphasised with the circumstances of the past year.  Planners and politicians take note!!   

Day 2: Towards Net Zero:  Opportunities and Challenges for Universities 

Chaired by Andy Ford, Professor of Systems in the Built Environment and Director of Enterprise and 
Innovation, London South Bank University, Day 2 considered the opportunities and challenges for 
universities towards achieving carbon reduction with Andy outlining the work being carried out at 
South Bank, including integrated systems such as benuk.net, Maria Smith, Director of Sustainability  
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and Physics at Buro Happold on how we can go 
further than just Zero Carbon, Chris De Beer, 
Head of the Hydrogen Group and Prem Mahi, 
Strategy, Innovation and Development Director 
at Mott MacDonald’s energy sector on the 
Hydrogen Economy, which is being embraced at 
Keele University.  While the Hydrogen Economy 
is definitely coming, it is not a silver bullet and 
should be seen as only part of the UK’s carbon 
reduction strategy.  Sunad Prasad, Principal 
of Penoyre & Prasad explored how the construction industry is gearing up, the need to recognise 
embodied energy and the importance of building renewal/replacement, including the work of the UK 
Green Building Council.  New buildings present opportunities, with low carbon buildings being the way 
of the future, but the real challenges lie in the existing buildings which will be here for many decades 
to come and understanding the value of energy embedded within them.  An inevitable question was 
on the use of space and how to optimise this to minimise building resources, rather than construct 
new buildings. 

If Day 1 left universities with the question on how they could be leaders in carbon reduction, Day 2 
also asked universities to look at their use of space, particularly after the enforced experiment of the 
past year. How can universities sustainably reconfigure space in clever ways and design buildings to 
minimise use or optimise reuse of resources and perhaps change the way that they buy things such as 
carpets and lighting to buying a service rather than a resource.   The question for HEDQF is how it 
could take a leadership role in this important question, perhaps in partnership with other 
organisations such as London South Bank University or the UK Green Building Council.   

Day 3:   Designing for Zero Carbon:  A university perspective 

Chaired by Julian Robinson, Director of 
Estates at the London School of 
Economics, Day 3 started with a video 
presentation by students from the 
University of Sheffield who had 
received the HEDQF 2020 Student 
Prize.  Introduced by Andy MacFee, 
Principal, AMA Andy MacFee 
Architects and Daniel Jary, Head of 
Learning and Teaching at the School of 
Architecture, University of Sheffield, the presentations outlined four thoughtful and sensitive higher 
education proposals as part of the regeneration of the Wicker area of Sheffield, designed by Kelubia 
Onaro, Charlie Perriam, Kristie-Lee McAreavey and Kanai Shah, with regeneration, education and 
sustainability being key themes which were confirmed in questioning as being important to students 
generally, not just for these projects.  

This was followed by presentations on the LSE’s new building in the heart of the urban environment 
of central London.  The Centre Building – a sustainable building which achieved BREEAM Outstanding 
reflects the importance of public space, landscaping and sense of identity, by Ken Kinsella, Director of 
Capital Development at LSE, Lorna Edwards, Senior Associate at RSHP and  Frank Connolly, Operations 
Director at MACE reinforcing the creativity needed from university clients, designers and the 
construction industry in supporting carbon reduction in design, construction/ construction materials 
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and in operation – and in also planning for a post-pandemic world.  It is perhaps telling that, for the 
LSE, the Centre Building, with its circulation design and focus on natural ventilation, was one of the 
most successful buildings to adapt to use under Covid-19 restrictions.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, Zero Carbon is a start, but we need to accelerate the focus and actions on carbon 
reduction - we cannot afford to delay!  This needs a collaborative team effort, from university clients, 
designers, contractors, planners.  For students this is important – it is their future which is at stake.   
For universities the challenge is not just in new buildings being designed for Zero Carbon (or better), 
but more in the existing estate, in the use of space, in reconfiguring and refurbishing for low carbon 
and in minimising the use/optimising the reuse of materials.   Knowledge-sharing, independent review 
and continuous innovation are essential to change the normal, with a question for HEDQF about what 
role it should take. 

Thanks to everyone who contributed to making this conference a success, to all the speakers, the 
sponsors, Overbury, RSHP and Buro Happold, and to the technical support provided by Madeleine 
Woodley of Buro Happold.   


